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NYC founded group Amelia's Stargaze presents melodious and serious-minded pop with stand up out

female vocals and imperious productions. 10 MP3 Songs POP: with Live-band Production, ROCK: Folk

Rock Here In The Rage Songs Details: NYC founded group Amelia's Stargaze presents melodious and

serious-minded pop with stand up out female vocals and imperious productions. They are having great

success with their independent release Love Tattoo which can heard on MTV, CBS, ESPN, The Lifetime

Network and in Major and Independent Films. Radio is also good to Amelia's Stargaze, where they have

been in rotation on over 80 stations in the United States. The band has performed live on such shows as

Woodstock's beloved WDST/Joyous Lake Sessions-the FM stomping ground for some of America's

hottest new talent. In addition to achieving rave reviews here in the U.S., Amelia's Stargaze is respected

in Europe and in Asia, where they were recently featured on the cover of the Arts section in the popular

China Times Weekly. Hold on to your seats, because after a five year studio break, Amelia's Stargaze

has a fresh crop of inspired songs and will hit you with a new CD later this year. CREDITS Spring 2005

Amelia's Stargaze song "In Your Arms" is featured in the WABC-Disney Movie "Everything You Want".

The music of Amelia's Stargaze is featured on various MTV Reality Shows including "Made",

"Undressed", "Camp Jim", "Making The Video" Amelia's Stargaze's Harold Stephan lands a leading role

in the off-Broadway show "1966". He plays the role of the keyboardist in one of the most infamous bands

to come out of the Whiskey A-Go-Go. Amelia appeared as part of a segment on the TV show Oprah

Amelia's Stargaze's Harold Stephan scores the documentary film "The Danish Solution" about the escape

of jews from Denmark during WWII. Currently scoring a film about the life of Dr. Kevorkian. The Amelia' s

Stargaze Song "Footprints" was featured on the Paul Sorvino CBS TV series "That's life" (now in

syndication) As a writer for Garfish Music, Amelia's Stargaze's Harold Stephan has scored commercials
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for Adidas, Chrysler, Burger King, Ocean Spray, Spaghettios and Huggies. Featured on the CBS Network

News Grammy coverage where they were voted one of the top breakthrough bands on the East Coast by

the Grammy Bullet Awards When they played Bryant Park opening for the Morgan Scott Ballet they were

featured on the front page of the NY Times Arts and leisure section Amelia's Stargaze Played the

Harborfest on Lake Ontario and made the Live at 5:00pm network news  weather with an interview "Trust

Your Gut" was featured on the Disney channel series "In a Heartbeat" The band received Int'l acclaim in a

5 page feature in the "China Times" PMD Promotion chose to feature Amelia's Stargaze in their massive

catalog mailing to all Broadway producers and record companies Featured on 80 college radio stations

and hit #1 in Indiana, WUEV They Licensed "Love Tattoo" to various films, MTV, Lifetime Network,

ESPN2 etc. Race Taylor from WPLJ 95.5 FM says:" Songwriting craftsmanship...production quality, live

performance..with the help of a major label Amelia's Stargaze is radio ready.." Songwriters Monthly

published a 2 page feature on the band and in a separate review wrote "Amelia is a gift to music she

breathes life and authenticity into every track" The Daily Vault exclaimed:" Heed the call, buy the disc and

start saying "oh-my-god" for yourself" Amelia's Stargaze has toured colleges up and down the East coast,

performing live at various festivals. Highlights include: The Bethlehem Muzikfest, AIDS WALK, NXNE in

Toronto, Philadelphia Music Fest, Feast of San Genaro, Rutgers University, WDST Radio Woodstock

Live, and WFUV's Nightbirds series at the Bottom Line (we miss you!).
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